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Two elements of strain in the family life of the present seem
worthy of psychological analysis. Both arise in a considerable degree
from the fact that whereas man's work has tended to become increas-
ingly scientific and professional the work of the woman in the family
has tended to become more exclusively personal. Ellis and Thomas
have dwelt sufficiently upon the fact that man's work in society is
essentially the organization of the various industrial processes which
formerly either belonged to woman or at least were conducted in the
household, and were therefore shared to a greater or less degree by
both men and women. The removal of these various industries from
the house has been accompanied by the application of scientific
methods to their organization. It has at the same time left as the
activity of woman the management of the house and the personal rela-
tions to the members of the household. Of these two spheres of
woman's activity the first has as yet failed to receive any considerable
degree of advantage from the progress of science and industry. The
second is necessarily incapable of scientific or professional organization.
It is the purpose of this note to point out two psychological aspects of
the situation.

The first consequence is that whereas man has gained in greater
and greater degree a scientific and objective standard for his work
woman neither has nor can have — at least in the sphere of personal
relations — the advantage of a standard. For the educated woman
who is balancing a career against a family life, or for a woman who
appreciates the general culture of the time and its scientific progress

1 Rewritten from a passage in Ethics by John Dewey and James H. Tufts
(in press).
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this difference constitutes a serious factor. A man's satisfaction, and
indeed as James has shown, his total measure of himself, depend
largely on his success. Not necessarily success as measured by popu-
lar standards, but success in the sense of doing his work well or per-
forming some real function in society. The man can measure his
success by objective and scientific standards; the woman must measure
her value largely by subjective or personal standards. Business has
objective ratings in the quantity of business, the ratio of net profits,
the amount of new business, and in various other tests. The profes-
sions likewise have their standards; if not so definitely quantitative
they are nevertheless to a considerable degree objective. The mechanic
builds his wall and it either stands or falls. The engineer constructs
his bridge, the lawyer wins his case, the physician helps a certain pro-
portion of his clients and can check this up by the records of other
physicians. The teacher and the preacher depend more upon personal
standards, but they have at least this advantage in common with their
other professional brethren: they can appeal to their professional
colleagues. If they are discouraged or dissatisfied with the judgments
of those with whom they are dealing immediately, and from day to
day, they have an appeal to what is felt to be a more impartial and a
juster estimate. And the value of a standard is not merely that it
ministers to self-respect; it has the further and more objective value
that it helps raise the individual to the level of his profession. If he
must meet a fair test he will be more likely to rise to the demands of
the situation.

The woman in the home has no such standard, so far as her per-
sonal relations are concerned. The only judges of her success are the
members of her immediate family. If they do not give a favorable
decision or—what is just as bad — if they do not give any decision,
there is no wider circle, no group of expert colleagues by whose sup-
port she can fortify herself. If the home is not satisfactory that is the
end. The woman does not even have the refuge of the neglected dis-
coverer, or conscientious champion of an unpopular cause. These
may comfort themselves by the thought of an appreciation by posterity
or by God. But if the woman has failed — or doubts whether she has
succeeded — in the personal relations to her immediate group, no other
appreciation is important. Like a. poet or other artist she must pro-
duce an actually valuable result. If the artist's result is not actually
valued he may at least believe that it is valuable, for he may think of
later appreciation. But the woman inevitably feels that if her work
is not valued it is not valuable. If it is not appreciated by this group
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with which she is in immediate relation it fails. For there is no ob-
jective standard of a successful home any more than there is of a good
work of art. It is easy enough to point out reasons why the picture
or the home should please and satisfy, but if the work itself is not con-
vincing, no demonstration that similar works have satisfied is of any
avail.

And the other disadvantage arising from lack of standard is just as
obvious. The woman who needs the support of a test which she
recognizes as valid fails to find it. If the family is too lenient she
falls below her best; if the family is actually fair she has no objective
reasons for conviction, and if disposed to do less than her best she has
not the powerful incentive which professional standing affords.

A second psychological feature of the woman's situation is that
whereas man deals with persons abstractly, woman in the home deals
with persons concretely. In a man's dealings with his fellows he
meets them for the most part on a business, or professional, or polit-
ical, or club basis. He meets a large number of persons, but the
abstract way in which he deals with them acts as a fence. He does
not have to ' stand' them entire. He can sell a man an article or
teach a class, or argue with a fellow attorney, without entering into
those intimate relations which involve strain of adjustment in its fullest
extent. Moreover, business or professional manner and etiquette
come in to relieve the necessity of personal effort. The ' professional
manner' serves the same function in dealing with others which habit
plays in the individual life; it takes the place of continual readjust-
ment of attention. When a man is forced to lay this aside and deal
in any serious situation as ' a human being' he feels a far greater
strain. As a physician said to the writer, "The half-hour spent in
convincing a patient and his family of the necessity of an operation
and in bracing them up for the event, is far more exhausting than the
task of operating with all the strain on attention and with all the risks
which this latter involves." Practically all man's relations are abstract,
and to a considerable degree professionally organized.

The woman of the family meets fewer persons, but she has to
take them as wholes. She has to stand them in all their aspects.
The teacher sometimes asks the parent, " You think it is hard to care
for one child; what would you do if you had to take charge of forty?"
The fallacy of the question lies in the assumption that the teacher has
all of the child in the school room. It may be thought that the wife
does not have to deal with the whole personality of the husband, for
he leaves at least his business or his professional self behind when he
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goes home; but even this may not be wholly a gain if, as is very
likely the case, his business or professional self is the most interesting
self that he possesses- The children certainly have to be taken alto-
gether. Even the dealings with servants are largely personal, as is
indicated by the fact that they are still called servants rather than
employees. The work which they do is in the end to meet a personal
test in the comfort, or lack of it, which is produced. And the im-
perfectly organized condition of the family industry makes the result
sufficiently uncertain to reinforce the other factors of personal strain.
If any relief in either of the two sources of difficulty in the modern
family is to be obtained it Is to be looked for apparently through one
of two lines: Either a woman must have some vocation aside from
her personal relations, and find in this vocation to a considerable
degree the objective standards of valuation and the consciousness of
doing things in a scientific way, with all which this implies. Or, the
family life itself must get some advantage of the scientific movement
which shall give an opportunity there for definite consciousness of
method, and thus lessen the strain of continuous personal adjustment
where the factors are uncertain and without objective control. Perhaps
both lines of relief are possible.


